Meet Deborah DeNicola, M.F.A., nationally acclaimed author of six books, memoirist, poet, adjunct college professor and editor.

Deborah helps people take their writing projects from soup to nuts! All phases of the writing process are included as needed; generate, develop, draft, enhance, revise, polish, complete & publish.

Did you know your own personal story can earn you money?

Whether you want to write a literary book or produce a product to promote your service, Deborah can help you perfect a piece of writing. Deborah is available to consult, teach, facilitate an interactive writing workshop to a group, or focus one-on-one. In addition to her services of ghost writing, manuscript editing, creating brochures, web site content and press releases, she is available for interviews and as a public speaker.

Deborah’s memoir, *The Future That Brought Her Here; Memoir of a Call to Awaken*, reached number #1 in Psychology and Social Science on Amazon. Com. Her story of a unique awakening is fraught with significant twists and turns. The book she edited, *Orpheus & Company*, from The University Press of New England, has been adopted as a text for many writing programs. Deborah contributed to *Allow Your Spirit To Soar* published by AYSTS, an anthology of personal stories about overcoming obstacles is a book that teaches “The Allow System” whereby wounded spirits can heal themselves.

Deborah was awarded a Writers Fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts, received The Barbara Bradley Award from The New England Poetry Club, The William T. Foley Award from the magazine, America, The Briar Cliff Award, The Santa Barbara Poetry Award, The Packingtown Review Essay Award. She has had five Pushcart Prize nominations and a Special Mention from The Pushcart Prizes in 1992. A Bread Loaf Scholar, she has been a recipient of fellowships from The MacDowell Colony, Centrum Foundation, The Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, and The Vermont Studios. Her most recent book is a collection of contemporary poetry, *Original Human*.

To contact Deborah DeNicola for collaborative workshops, teleseminars, Radio or TV appearances, send an email to Info@IntuitiveGateways.com or call 617-823-1530